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Challenge 1 – Times tables 
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Challenge 2 – Arithmetic and problem solving 
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Decimals  

Fluency 

Use a place value grid to help you.  Use the sentence stems in the first question (there are ____ 
ones) to help you answer the second question. 
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Reasoning and problem solving 
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Reasoning answers 

 

5b.  The smallest number Paul can make is 1.02 as two hundredths is smaller than two tenths. 

 

Challenge 3 – English: Handwriting and mini invent 

Handwriting task – see class dojo for today’s task. 

Mini invent – instructions for how to make and fly a paper aeroplane 

Have you ever tried to make a paper aeroplane?  This is your opportunity to have a go!  I’d like you 
to research how to make the best paper plane (what will you choose – an aerobatic one or one 
designed for speed?).  Have a go at making it and testing out how best to launch it. 

Then you will need to write a set of instructions to explain how to make it and how to fly it. 

Writing instructions  

Title 

Introduction – a sentence to encourage the reader to want to have a go: eg. “Have you ever 
dreamed of creating your own flying machine?  Read on to discover the secrets of flight.” 

Include a list of what you will need. 

Write your instructions using imperative ‘bossy’ verbs or commands.  Eg. fold, turn, lift, watch out 
for, be careful to. 
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Ensure you include lots of detail eg. rather than ‘fold the paper in half’ you could write, ‘carefully 
fold the paper in half lengthways, ensuring the fold is neat by pressing your finger along the fold.’ 

Include adverbs to describe each action. 

Include time conjunctions: first, next, once you have …, when you have finished that, 

Ensure you write in full sentences, except for your list of what is needed.   

Introduction 

What is needed 

Section 1: Making the paper plane 

Section 2: Flying the plane. 

 Mini - invent checklist: 
Does your writing make sense and is it interesting to read? 
Have you used as many words as you can from the vocabulary idea box below? 
Have you used a range of adverbs? 
Have you used capital letters, commas and full stops correctly? 
Have you used a variety of sentence starters - think ISPACE? 
Have you written an eye-catching introductory paragraph, using a range of punctuation? 
Have you written two main sections? 
 
 
Vocabulary idea box: 
 
 
 

 

 

Idea for how to begin… 

Making and flying a paper aeroplane 

Have you ever imagined making a paper plane that can carry out incredible aerobatic manoeuvres 
and land smoothly?  Here is your opportunity to have a go! 

You will need: 

One piece of A4 paper 
Colouring pens or pencils 
A pair of sharp scissors 
Making the plane 

Carefully lengthways crease  diagonally firmly 

Triangle edges  remember aim  previous 

Entire  envelope outwards inwards  stability 
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First, you need to create your design on one side of the paper.  Be creative – simple patterns such as 
zigzags or swirls work best. 

Once you have completed your design, turn the paper over to the blank side.  Very carefully, fold the 
paper in half lengthways, making sure you have a sharp crease. 

 


